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Abstract
Background: Stroke is the leading cause of global morbidity and a major contributor to disability.
According to the National Stroke Association, as many as 9 out of 10 stroke survivors have some degree
of paralysis immediately after the stroke. Aim is to evaluate the level to which the bilateral lower limb
training compared to unilateral alone, reinforces the lower limb functional recovery in the subjects with
sub-acute stroke.
Methods: The participants (n=40) with subacute stroke will be included in assessor blinded, randomized
clinical trial. Participants will be categorized into 2 groups after performing baseline assessments and
equal randomization. The participants in Group A will receive only training to the affected side, and those
in the Group B will receive bilateral training. We will be evaluating the improvement in lower limb function
by balance and walking along with gait parameters.
Discussion: Findings of the study will provide further insight into the effectiveness of bilateral training
over unilateral in post stroke survivors. If this study is proved to be effective it will improve the balance
and gait impairments in post stroke patients.

The clinical trial registry-India(CTRI) registration number for this trial is CTRI/2021/05/033621.

Introduction
Stroke as defined by World Health Organization (WHO) "rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or
global) cerebral disorder, with symptoms lasting 24 hours or longer or leading to death, with no apparent
cause other than vascular origin"(1).The prevalence rates range from 84 to 262 strokes per 100,000
people in rural areas and in urban areas, between 334 and 424 strokes per 100,000 inhabitants(2).
Impaired muscle strength is the major factor of reduced motor function, activity limitation and disability
which is seen in 80 to 90% of post stroke survivors(3). Deficit in the motor function is characterized by
hemiplegia (paralysis) or hemiparesis (weakness) on the contralateral side of lesion. Besides that, there
are evidences stating presence of mild weakness on the ipsilateral “supposed to be normal” side of
lesion(4,5).This can be due to fact that only 75-90% of corticospinal fiber cross in the medulla to the
contralateral side. The remaining fibers are transmitted to the spinal cord ipsilaterally in the ventral or
anterior corticospinal tract. Some of these fibers cross once in the spinal cord while the others remain
uncrossed, thereby illustrating the cause of bilateral weakness(6). The amount of weakness experienced
by the patient may also vary according to the level of inactivity (disuse atrophy) and the specific
functional tasks attempted.
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There is enough corroboration that motor functioning is impaired on the unaffected side of post stroke
survivors, as indicated through muscle weakness, atrophy or disuse (7,8). Integration of a bilateral
training sequentially along with unilateral may be more effective in promoting improvements in hand
function in chronic post stroke patients with paresis than unilateral task-oriented training alone (9). In
post-stroke survivors, bilateral arm training with auditory cueing has a beneficial effect on functional and
motor execution of the affected extremity(10). Post-stroke survivors may benefit from bilateral lower limb
strengthening services that boost their ability to get out of a chair (11), climbing stairs, walking and
improving the quality of life(12). The intent of this study is to examine the effect of bilateral lower limb
training over the unilateral to re-educate balance and walking in post stroke survivors. Here, the taskoriented approach i.e., Motor Relearning Programme and PNF for the affected side along with strength
training to the less affected side in bilateral training patients.

“Rehabilitation to the affected side involves relearning of real-life activities” which is done with the help of
Motor Relearning Programme. “The actions to be learned are done in a suitable setting, with exercises
targeted directly at the muscles and muscle synergies needed for the action to be performed.” Analysis of
the missing component is done and the practice of that component leading to re-education of motor task.
Task specific training is integrated into the therapy session as functional improvement is the major goal
of rehabilitation. While most recovery focuses on the affected side, it appears that the less-affected side
often requires attention in order to improve equilibrium.

In most of the interventions the affected side is targeted for early rehabilitation while the unaffected side
remains unused and loses its competencies. This opens a window for bilateral training over unilateral
training to improve the motor function and thereby fasten the recovery process and also help in further
rehabilitation once the patient follows the verbal command. This paves a path to design a specific
protocol quantifying the need to regain motor control in the affected side as well as to maintain the
integrity of unaffected side. So, this study focuses on bilateral training over unilateral on motor control of
post stroke survivors.

Reagents
Equipment
·

Measuring tape

·

Knee hammer
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·

Stop watch

·

Weight cuff

·

Dumbbell

·

Sensory examination kit (Cotton, All pin etc)

·

Low couch of convenient height (for standing up and sitting down)

·

Several small steps

·

Common objects for retaining hand functions

Procedure
1. Recruit Subjects(N=40): Subjects will be screened by inclusion and exclusion criteria, informed consent
& medical history will be obtained from subjects.
2. Perform baseline assessment.
3. Allocation- Group A (20 subjects), Group B (20 subjects)
4. Group A : 6 weeks of intervention, Affected lower limb training = 20 mins/day, 5 days per week for 6
weeks.
5. Group B : 6 weeks of intervention, Bilateral lower limb training =40 mins/day, 5 days per week for 6
weeks.
6. Perform a post-treatment assessment.
7. Statistical Analysis

Troubleshooting
Time Taken
1 year
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